
A Program Logi for Handling JAVACARD'sTransation MehanismBernhard Bekert1 and Wojieh Mostowski21 Institute for Logi, Complexity, and Dedution Systems,University of Karlsruhe, Germanybekert�ira.uka.de2 Chalmers University of Tehnology, G�oteborg, SwedenComputing Siene Departmentwoj�s.halmers.seAbstrat. In this paper we extend a program logi for verifying JAVACARD appliations by introduing a \throughout" operator that allowsus to prove \strong" invariants. Strong invariants an be used to ensure\rip out" properties of JAVACARD programs (properties that are to bemaintained in ase of unexpeted termination of the program). Alongwith introduing the \throughout" operator, we show how to handle theJAVACARD transation mehanism (and, thus, onditional assignments)in our logi. We present sequent alulus rules for the extended logi.1 IntrodutionOverview. The work presented in this paper is part of the KeY projet [1, 9℄.One of the main goals of KeY is to provide dedutive veri�ation for a real worldprogramming language. Our hoie is the JAVACARD language [6℄ (a subset ofJAVA) for programming smart ards. This hoie is motivated by the followingreasons. First of all JAVACARD appliations are subjet to formal veri�ation,beause they are usually seurity ritial (e.g., authentiation) and diÆult toupdate in ase a fault is disovered. At the same time the JAVACARD languageis easier to handle than full JAVA (for example, there is no onurreny andno GUI). Also, JAVACARD programs are smaller than normal JAVA programsand thus easier to verify. However, there is one partiular aspet of JAVACARDthat does not exist in JAVA and whih requires the veri�ation mehanism tobe extended with additional rules and onepts: the persisteny of the objetsstored on a smart ard in ombination with JAVACARD's transation mehanism(ensuring atomiity of bigger piees of a program) and the possibility of a ard\rip out" (unexpeted termination of a JAVACARD program by taking the smartard out of the reader/terminal). Sine we want to have support for the full JAVACARD language in the KeY system we have to handle this aspet.To ensure that a JAVACARD program is \rip-out safe" we need to be able tospeify \strong" invariants|invariants that must hold throughout the whole ex-eution of a JAVACARD program (exept when a transation is in progress). TheKeY system's dedution omponent uses a program logi, whih is a version of



Dynami Logi modi�ed to handle JAVACARD programs (JAVACARD DL) [2, 3℄.An extension to pure Dynami Logi to inlude trae modalities \throughout"and \at least one" is presented in [4℄. Here we extend that work and introduethe \throughout" operator to JAVACARD DL (we do not introdue \at leastone" sine it is not neessary for handling \rip out" properties). Then we addtehniques neessary to deal with the JAVACARD transation mehanism (speif-ially onditional assignments inside the transations). We present the sequentalulus rules for our extensions. So far we have not implemented the new rulesin the KeY system's interative prover (the implementation for the unextendedJAVACARD DL is fully funtional). But onsidering the extensibility and openarhiteture of the KeY prover it is not a diÆult task.Related Work. As said above, the work presented here is based on [4℄, whihextends pure Dynami Logi with trae modalities \throughout" and \at leastone". There exist a number of attempts to extend OCL with temporal on-struts, see [5℄ for an overview. In [16℄ temporal onstruts are introdued tothe JAVA Modelling Language (JML), but they refer to sequenes of methodinvoations and not to sequenes of intermediate program states.Struture of the Paper. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Setion 2gives some more details on the bakground and motivation of our work and someinsights into the JAVACARD transation mehanism. Setion 3 ontains a briefintrodution to JAVACARD Dynami Logi. Setion 4 introdues the \through-out" operator in detail and presents sequent alulus rules to handle the newoperator and the transation mehanism. Setion 5 shows some of the rules ination by giving simple proof examples and �nally Setion 6 summarises thepaper.2 BakgroundThe KeY Projet. The main goal of the KeY projet [1, 9℄ is to enhane a ommer-ial CASE tool with funtionality for formal spei�ation and dedutive veri�a-tion and, thus, to integrate formal methods into real-world software developmentproesses. Aordingly, the design priniples for the software veri�ation ompo-nent of the KeY system are: (1) The spei�ation language should be usable bypeople who do not have years of training in formal methods. The Objet Con-straint Language (OCL), whih is inorporated into the urrent version of theUni�ed Modelling Language (UML), is the spei�ation language of our hoie.(2) The programs that are veri�ed should be written in a \real" objet-orientedprogramming language. We deided to use JAVACARD (we have already statedour reasons for this deision in the introdution).For verifying JAVACARD programs, the already mentioned JAVACARD Dy-nami Logi has been developed within the KeY projet (Setion 3 ontains adetailed desription of this logi). The KeY system translates OCL spei�ationsinto JAVACARD DL formulas, whose validity an then be proved with the KeYsystem's dedution omponent.



Motivation. The main motivation for this work resulted from an analysis of aJAVACARD ase study [11℄. In short, the ase study involves a JAVACARD appletthat is used for user authentiation in a Linux system (instead of a passwordmehanism). After analysing the appliation and testing it, the following obser-vation was made: the JAVACARD applet in question is not \rip-out safe". Thatis, it is possible to destroy the applet's funtionality by removing (ripping out)the JAVACARD devie from the ard reader (terminal) during the authentiationproess. The applet's memory is orrupted and it is left in an unde�ned state,ausing all subsequent authentiation attempts to be unsuessful (fortunatelythis error auses the applet to beome useless but does not allow unauthorisedaess, whih would have been worse).It beame lear that, to avoid suh errors, one has to be able to speify(and if possible verify) the property that a ertain invariant is maintained at alltimes during the applet's exeution, suh that it holds in partiular in ase ofan abrupt termination. Standard UML/OCL invariants do not suÆe for thispurpose, beause their semantis is that if they hold before a method is exeutedthen they hold after the exeution of a method. Normally it is not required foran invariant to hold in the intermediate states of a method's exeution. To solvethis problem, we introdue \strong" invariants, whih allow to speify propertiesabout all intermediate states of a program.For example, the following \strong" invariant (expressed in pseudo OCL) saysthat we do not allow partially initialised PersonalData objets at any point inour program. In ase the program is abruptly terminated we should end up witheither a fully initialised objet or an uninitialised (empty) one:ontext PersonalData throughout:not self.empty impliesself.firstName <> null and self.lastName <> null and self.age > 0Sine the ase study was explored in the ontext of the KeY projet, we extendedthe existing JAVACARD DL with a new modality to handle strong invariants.The JAVACARD Transation Mehanism. Here we desribe the aspets of trans-ation handling in JAVACARD relevant to this paper. A full desription of thetransation mehanism an be found in [6, 13{15℄.The memory model of JAVACARD di�ers slightly from JAVA's model. In smartards there are two kinds of writable memory: persistent memory (EEPROM),whih holds its ontents between ard sessions, and transient memory (RAM),whose ontents disappear when power loss ours, i.e., when the ard is removedfrom the ard reader. Thus every memory element in JAVACARD (variable orobjet �eld) is either persistent or transient. The JAVACARD language spei�a-tion gives the following rules (this is a slightly simpli�ed view of what is reallyhappening): All objets (inluding the referene to the urrently running ap-plet, this, and arrays) are reated in persistent memory. Thus, in JAVACARDall assignments like \o.attr = 2;", \this.a = 3;", and \arr[i℄ = 4;" havea permanent harater; that is, the assigned values will be kept after the ard



loses power. A programmer an reate an array with transient elements, but ur-rently there is no possibility to make objets (�elds) other than array elementstransient. All loal variables are transient.The distintion between persistent and transient objets is very importantsine these two types of objets are treated in a di�erent way by JAVACARD'stransation mehanism. The following are the JAVACARD system alls for trans-ations with their desription:JCSystem.beginTransation() begins an atomi transation. From this pointon, all assignments to �elds of objets are exeuted onditionally, while as-signments to transient variables or array elements are exeuted unondition-ally (immediately).JCSystem.ommitTransation() ommits the transation. All onditional as-signments are ommitted (in one atomi step).JCSystem.abortTransation() aborts the transation. All the onditional as-signments are rolled bak to the state in whih the transation started. As-signments to transient variables and array elements remain unhanged (as ifthere had not been a transation in progress).As an example to illustrate how transa-tions work in pratie, onsider the frag-ment of a JAVACARD program shown onthe right. After the exeution of this pro-gram, the value of this.a is still 100(value before the transation), while thevalue of i now is 100 (the value it wasupdated to during the transation).
this.a = 100;int i = 0;JCSystem.beginTransation();i = this.a;this.a = 200;JCSystem.abortTransation();Transations do not have to be nested properly with other program on-struts, e.g., a transation an be started within one method and ommittedwithin another method. However, transations must be nested properly witheah other (whih is not relevant for the urrent version of JAVACARD, wherethe nesting depth of transations is restrited to 1).The whole program piee inside the transation is seen by the outside worldas if it were exeuted in one atomi step (onsidering the persistent objets). Byintroduing strong invariants we want to ensure the onsisteny of the persistentmemory of a JAVACARD applet, thus strong invariants will not (and should not)be heked within a transation|in ase our program is terminated abruptlyduring a transation, the persistent variables will be rolled bak to the statebefore the transation was started for whih the strong invariant was established.3 JAVACARD Dynami LogiDynami Logi [7, 8, 10, 12℄ an be seen as an extension of Hoare logi. It isa �rst-order modal logi with modalities [p℄ and hpi for every program p (weallow p to be any sequene of JAVACARD statements). In the semantis of thesemodalities a world w (alled state in the DL framework) is aessible from the



urrent world, if the program p terminates in w when started in the urrentworld. The formula [p℄� expresses that � holds in all �nal states of p, andhpi� expresses that � holds in some �nal state of p. In versions of DL with anon-deterministi programming language there an be several suh �nal states(worlds). Here, sine JAVACARD programs are deterministi, there is exatly onesuh world (if p terminates) or there is no suh world (if p does not terminate).The formula �! hpi is valid if, for every state s satisfying preondition �, arun of the program p starting in s terminates, and in the terminating state thepost-ondition  holds. The formula �! [p℄ expresses the same, exept thattermination of p is not required, i.e.,  must only hold if p terminates.3.1 Syntax of JAVACARD DLAs said above, a dynami logi is onstruted by extending some non-dynamilogi with modal operators of the form h�i and [�℄. The non-dynami base logiof our DL is a typed �rst-order prediate logi. We do not desribe in detailwhat the types of our logi are (basially they are idential with the JAVA types)nor how exatly terms and formulas are built. The de�nitions an be foundin [2℄. Note that terms (whih we often all \logial terms" in the following) aredi�erent from JAVA expressions|they never have side e�ets.The programs in DL formulas are basially exeutable JAVACARD ode. How-ever, we introdued an additional onstrut not available in plain JAVACARD,whose purpose is the handling of method alls. Methods are invoked by synta-tially replaing the all by the method's implementation. To treat the returnstatement in the right way, it is neessary (a) to reord the objet �eld or vari-able x that the result is to be assigned to, and (b) to mark the boundaries ofthe implementation prog when it is substituted for the method all. For thatpurpose, we allow statements of the form method all(x){prog} to our. Thisis a \harmless" extension beause the additional onstrut is only used for proofpurposes and never ours in the veri�ed JAVACARD programs.3.2 Semantis of JAVACARD DLThe semantis of a program p is a state transition, i.e., it assigns to eah state sthe set of all states that an be reahed by running p starting in s. Sine JAVACARD is deterministi, that set either ontains exatly one state (if p terminatesnormally) or is empty (if p does not terminate or terminates abruptly).For formulas � that do not ontain programs, the notion of � being satis�edby a state is de�ned as usual in �rst-order logi. A formula hpi� is satis�ed by astate s if the program p, when started in s, terminates normally in a state s0 inwhih � is satis�ed. A formula is satis�ed by a model M , if it is satis�ed by oneof the states of M . A formula is valid in a model M if it is satis�ed by all statesof M ; and a formula is valid if it is valid in all models. Sequents are notatedfollowing the sheme �1; : : : ; �m `  1; : : : ;  n whih has the same semantis asthe formula (8x1) � � � (8xk)((�1 ^ : : : ^ �m)! ( 1 _ : : :_ n)), where x1; : : : ; xkare the free variables of the sequent.



3.3 State UpdatesWe allow updates of the form fx := tg resp. fo:a := tg to be attahed to termsand formulas, where x is a program variable, o is a term denoting an objetwith attribute a, and t is a term. The intuitive meaning of an update is that theterm or formula that it is attahed to is to be evaluated after hanging the stateaordingly, i.e., fx := tg� has the same semantis as hx = t;i�.3.4 Rules of the Sequent CalulusHere we only present a small number of rules neessary to get proper intuitionof how the JAVACARD DL sequent alulus works.Notation. The rules of our alulus operate on the �rst ative statement p ofa program �p!. The non-ative pre�x � onsists of an arbitrary sequene ofopening braes \{", labels, beginnings \try{" of try-ath-finally bloks,and beginnings \method all(: : :){" of method invoation bloks. The pre�xis needed to keep trak of the bloks that the (�rst) ative statement is partof, suh that the abruptly terminating statements throw, return, break, andontinue an be handled appropriately. The post�x ! denotes the \rest" ofthe program, i.e., everything exept the non-ative pre�x and the part of theprogram the rule operates on. For example, if a rule is applied to the JAVAblok \ l:{try{ i=0; j=0; }finally{ k=0; }} ", operating on its �rst ativestatement \ i=0;", then the non-ative pre�x � is \ l:{try{" and the \rest" !is \j=0; }finally{ k=0; }} ".In the following rule shemata, U stands for an arbitrary update.The Rule for if. As the �rst simple example, we present the rule for the ifstatement:�; U(b := true) ` Uh�p!i� �; U(b := false) ` Uh�q!i�� ` Uh� if(b){p}else{q}!i� (R1)The rule has two premisses, whih orrespond to the two ases of the if state-ment. The semantis of this rule is that, if the two premisses hold in a state,then the onlusion is true in that state. In partiular, if the two premisses arevalid, then the onlusion is valid. In pratie rules are applied from bottom totop: from the old proof obligation new proof obligations are derived. As the ifrule demonstrates, applying a rule from bottom to top orresponds to a symboliexeution of the program to be veri�ed.The Assignment Rule and Handling State Updates. The assignment rule� ` Uflo := exprgh� !i�� ` Uh� lo = expr;!i� (R2)adds the assignment to the list of updates U . Of ourse, this does not solvethe problem of omputing the e�et of an assignment, whih is partiularly



ompliated in JAVA beause of aliasing. This problem is postponed and solvedby rules for simplifying updates.The assignment rule an only be used if the expression expr is a logialterm. Otherwise, other rules have to be applied �rst to evaluate expr (as thatevaluation may have side e�ets). For example, these rules replae the formulahx = ++i;i� with hi = i+1; x = i;i�.4 Extension for Handling \Throughout" and TransationsIn some regard JAVACARD DL (and other versions of DL) laks expressivity|the semantis of a program is a relation between states; formulas an only de-sribe the input/output behaviour of programs. JAVACARD DL annot be usedto reason about program behaviour not manifested in the input/output rela-tion. Therefore, it is inadequate for verifying strong invariants that must bevalid throughout program exeution.Following [4℄, we overome this de�ieny and inrease the expressivity ofJAVACARD DL by adding a new modality [[�℄℄ (\throughout"). In the extendedlogi, the semantis of a program is the sequene of all states its exeutionpasses through when started in the urrent state (its trae). Using [[�℄℄, it ispossible to speify properties of the intermediate states of terminating andnon-terminating programs. And suh properties (typially strong invariants andsafety onstraints) an be veri�ed using the JAVACARD DL alulus extendedwith additional sequent rules for [[�℄℄ presented in Setion 4.1.A \throughout" property (formula) has to be heked after every single �eldor variable assignment, i.e., the sequent rules for the throughout modality willhave more premisses and branh more frequently. Aording to the JAVACARDruntime environment spei�ation [14℄, eah single �eld or variable assignmentis atomi. This mathes exatly JAVACARD DL's notion of a single update.Thus, a \throughout" property has to hold after every single JAVACARD DLupdate. However, additional heks have to be suspended when a transation isin progress. This will require marking the modality (resp. the program in themodality) with a tag saying that a transation is in progress, so that di�erentrules apply. Sine transations do not have to be nested properly with otherprogram onstruts, enlosing a transation in a blok with a separate set ofrules for that kind of blok (like the method all bloks) is not possible.In addition, we have to over onditional assignments and assignment roll-bak (after abortTransation) in the alulus. This not only a�ets the\throughout" modality, but the h�i and [�℄ modalities as well, sine rolling bakan assignment a�ets the �nal program state.In pratie only formulas of the form � ! [[p℄℄� will be onsidered. If tran-sient arrays are involved in � (expliitly or impliitly), one also has to prove� ! hinitAllTransientArrays();i�, i.e., that after a ard rip-out the reini-tialisation of transient arrays preserves the invariant.



4.1 Additional Sequent Calulus Rules for the [[�℄℄ ModalityBelow, we present the assignment and the while rules for the [[�℄℄ modality. Dueto spae restritions, we annot list all additional rules. However, the other looprules are very similar to the while rule, and all other [[�℄℄ rules are essentially thesame as for [�℄|exept for the transation rules whih we present in the nextsubsetion.The Assignment Rule for [[�℄℄. An assignment lo = expr; is an atomi program,if expr is a logial term (and, in partiular, is free of side e�ets and an beomputed in a single step). By de�nition, its semantis is a trae onsisting ofthe initial state s and the �nal state s0 = flo := val s(expr)gs. Therefore, themeaning of [[lo = expr;℄℄� is that � is true in both s and s0, whih is what thetwo premisses of the following assignment rule express:� ` U� � ` Uflo := exprg[[�!℄℄�� ` U [[� lo = expr; !℄℄� (R3)The left premiss states that the formula � has to hold in the state s before theassignment takes plae. The right premiss says that � has to hold in the state s0after the assignment|and in all states thereafter during the exeution of therest ! of the program.It is easy to see that using this rule auses some extra branhing of the proofsinvolving the [[�℄℄ modality. This branhing is unavoidable due to the fat thatthe strong invariant has to be heked (evaluated) for eah intermediate state ofthe program exeution. However, many of those branhes, whih do not involveJAVACARD programs any more, an be losed automatially.The while Rule for [[�℄℄. Another essential programming onstrut, where therule for the [[�℄℄ modality di�ers from the orresponding rule for the [�℄ modality,is the while loop. As in the ase of the while rule for the [�℄ modality a user hasto supply a loop invariant Inv . Intuitively, the rule establishes three things: (1) Inthe state before the loop is exeuted, some invariant Inv holds. (2) If the bodyof the loop terminates normally (there is no break and no exeption is thrownbut possibly ontinue is used) then at the end of a single exeution of the loopbody the invariant Inv has to hold again. (3) Provided Inv holds, the formula� has to hold during and ontinuously after loop body exeution in all of thefollowing ases: (i) when the loop body is exeuted one and terminates normally,(ii) when the loop body is not exeuted (the loop ondition is not satis�ed), and(iii) when the loop body terminates abruptly (by break, ontinue, or throwingan exeption) resulting in a termination of the whole loop.Formally, the while rule for [[�℄℄ is the following:� ` UInv Inv ` h�itrue; [�℄Inv Inv ` [[��!℄℄�� ` U [[� �while(a) {p} !℄℄� (R4)where� � if(a) {lbreak : {try {lont : {p0} abort;} ath(Exeption e){}}}� � if(a) lont : lbreak : {p0}



In the above rule, � is a (possibly empty) sequene \l1 : : : : ln : " of labels,and p0 is p with (a) every \ontinue;" and every \ontinue li;" hangedto \break lont;" and (b) every \break;" and every \break li;" hanged to\break lbreak;". The three premisses establish the three onditions listed above,respetively. When the program p0 terminates normally, the abort in � is reahedand, thus, the formula h�itrue evaluates to false and [�℄Inv has to be proved.Enlosing program p0 in \if(a) : : : " takes are of both ases, where the loopbody is exeuted (intermediate loop body exeution) and where it is not exe-uted (loop exit). They are later in the proof onsidered separately by applyingthe rule for if.4.2 Additional Sequent Calulus Rules for TransationsAdditional Syntax. Before presenting the sequent rules for transations, we �rsthave to introdue some new programming onstruts (statements) and transa-tion markers to JAVACARD DL.The three new statements are bT (JAVACARD beginning of a transation),T (JAVACARD end of a transation, i.e., ommit), and aT (JAVACARD end of atransation, i.e., abort). These statements are used in the proof when the trans-ation is started resp. �nished in the JAVACARD program. The statements areonly part of the rules and not the JAVACARD programming language. Thus forexample, when a transation is started in a JAVACARD program by a all toJCSystem.beginTransation() the alulus assumes the following implemen-tation of beginTransation():publi lass JCSystem {private stati int _transDepth = 0;publi stati void beginTransation() throws TransationExeption {if(_transDepth > 0)TransationExeption.throwIt(TransationExeption.IN_PROGRESS);_transDepth++;bT;}...Thus, when we enounter any of bT, T or aT in our proof we an assume theyare properly used (nested).The seond thing we need is the possibility to mark modalities (resp. theprograms they ontain) with a tag saying that a transation is in progress. Wewill use two kinds of tags and make them part of the inative program pre�x � inthe sequent. The two markers are: \TRommit: "|a transation is in progress andis expeted to be ommitted (T), and \TRabort: "|a transation is in progressand is expeted to be aborted (aT). This distintion is very helpful in takingare of onditional assignments|sine we know how the transation is going toterminate \beforehand" we an treat onditional assignments orrespondingly,ommit them immediately in the �rst ase or \forget" them in the seond ase.



Rules for Beginning a Transation. For eah of the three operators (h�i, [�℄, [[�℄℄)there is one \begin transation" rule (the rules for h�i and [�℄ are idential, so weonly show one of them):� ` U� � ` U [[TRommit:�!℄℄� � ` U [[TRabort:�!℄℄�� ` U [[� bT; !℄℄� (R5)� ` UhTRabort: �!i� � ` UhTRommit: �!i�� ` Uh� bT; !i� (R6)In ase of the [[�℄℄ operator the following things have to be established. First of all,� has to hold before the transation is started. Then we split the sequent intotwo ases: the transation will be terminated by a ommit, or the transationwill be terminated by an abort. In both ases the sequent is marked with theproper tag, so that orresponding rules an be applied later, depending on thease. The h�i and [�℄ rules for \begin transation" are very similar to [[�℄℄ exeptthat � does not have to hold before the transation is started.Rules for Committing and Aborting Transations. These rules are the same forall three operators, so we only show the [[�℄℄ rules.The �rst two rules apply when the expeted type of termination is enoun-tered (\TRommit: " for ommit resp. \TRabort: " for abort). In that ase, the or-responding transation marker is simply removed, whih means that the trans-ation is no longer in progress. These are the rules:� ` U [[�!℄℄�� ` U [[TRommit: � T; !℄℄� (R7) � ` U [[�!℄℄�� ` U [[TRabort: � aT; !℄℄� (R8)We also have to deal with the ase where the transation is terminated in an un-expeted way, i.e., a ommit is enountered when the transation was expetedto abort and vie versa. In this ase we simply use an axiom rule, whih im-mediately loses the proof branh (one of the proof branhes produed by the\begin transation" rule will always beome obsolete sine eah transation anonly terminate by either ommit or abort). The rules are the following:� ` U [[TRabort: � T; !℄℄� (R9) � ` U [[TRommit:� aT; !℄℄� (R10)Rules for Conditional Assignment Handling within a Transation. Finally, weome to the essene of onditional assignment handling in our rules. In asethe transation is expeted to ommit, no speial handling is required|all theassignments are exeuted immediately. Thus, the rule for an assignment in thesope of [[TRommit: : : : ℄℄ is the same as the rule for an assignment within [�℄(the same holds for all other programming onstruts). Note that, even usingthe [[TRommit: : : : ℄℄ modality, � only has to hold at the end of the transation,whih is onsidered to be atomi.� ` Uflo := exprg[[TRommit:�!℄℄�� ` U [[TRommit:� lo = expr; !℄℄� (R11)



In ase a transation is terminated by an abort, all the onditional assignmentsare rolled bak as if they were not performed. If we know that the transation isgoing to abort beause of a TRabort: marker, we an deliberately hoose not toperform the updates to persistent objets as we enounter them. However, weannot simply skip them sine the new values assigned to (�elds of) persistentobjets during a transation may be referred to later in the same transation(before the abort). The idea to handle this, is to assign the new value to a opyof the objet �eld or array element while leaving the original unhanged, andto replae|until the transation is aborted|referenes to persistent �elds andarray elements by referenes to their opies holding the new value. Note that ifan objet �eld to whih no new value has been assigned is referened (and forwhih therefore no opy has been initialised), the original referene is used.Making this work in pratie requires hanging the assignment rule for theases where a transation is in progress and is expeted to abort (i.e., wherethe \TRabort: " marker is present). Also the rules for update evaluation hangea bit, whih hanges the semantis of an update as well, see desription of therule below. The following is the assignment rule for the [[�℄℄ modality with the\TRabort: " tag present. The orresponding rules for h�i and [�℄ are the same:� ` Uflo0 := expr 0g[[TRabort:�!℄℄�� ` U [[TRabort: � lo = expr; !℄℄� (R12)As usual expr has to be a logial term. To handle objets �elds persistent arrayselements, all sub-expressions suh as obj :a1:arr [e℄:a2 : : : in expr are replaed byobj :a 01:arr 0[e 0℄0:a 02 : : : in expr 0 (for objet �elds the prime denotes a opy of that�eld and for array aess funtion [℄ the prime denotes a \shadow" aess fun-tion that operates on opies of elements of a given array). The �rst referene objor arr (as in arr [i ℄:a) in expr is not primed, sine it is either a loal variable,whih is not persistent, or the this referene, whih is not assignable, or a statilass referene, like SomeClass, whih also an be viewed as not assignable. Allsubexpressions that are loal variables are left unhanged in expr 0. The expres-sion lo on the left side of the assignment and the subexpression e are hangedinto lo 0 resp. e 0 in the same way as all the subexpressions in expr .As mentioned, the semantis of an update has to be hanged to take are ofthe ases when a opy of an objet's �eld has not been initialised. In the newsemantis, if the value of obj :a 0 or arr [i ℄0 is referred to in an update but is notknown (i.e., there was no suh value assigned in the preeding updates) then itis onsidered to be equal to obj :a or arr [i ℄, respetively.The assignments to the opies are not visible outside the transation, wherethe original values are used again|the e�et of a roll-bak is aomplished. Eahseparate transation has to have its own opies of �elds or array elements, so theseond enountered transation an, for example, use 00, the third one 000, et.One more thing that we have to handle here is the ase when the programmerexpliitly de�nes an array to be transient (the above rule assumes that it wasnot the ase). It is not possible to know beforehand whih arrays are transientand whih are not, sine they are de�ned to be transient by referene and not



by name. This problem an be treated by adding an extra �eld to eah array(only in the rules) indiating whether the given array is transient or persistent(rules for initialising arrays an set this �eld). Then for eah ourrene of arrayreferene arr in lo and expr in rule (R12) we an split the proof into two ases,following the shema:�; U(o:arr 0:trans := true) ` Ufo:arr 0[e 0℄ := expr 0g[[TRabort:�!℄℄��; U(o:arr 0:trans := false) ` Ufo:arr 0[e 0℄0 := expr 0g[[TRabort:�!℄℄�� ` U [[TRabort:� o.arr[e℄ = expr; !℄℄� (R13)The remaining rules for [[TRabort: �℄℄ (i.e., for other programming onstruts)are the same as for [�℄, and the remaining rules for [TRabort: �℄ and hTRabort: �iare the same as if there were no transation marker.5 ExamplesIn the following, we show two examples of proofs using the above rules. The�rst example shows how the [[�℄℄ assignment and while rules are used, the seondexample shows the transation rules in ation. The formula we are trying to provein the seond example is deliberately not provable and shows the importane ofthe transation mehanism when it omes to \throughout" properties.The proofs presented here may look like tedious work, but most of the stepsan be done automatially, in fat the only plae where user interation is re-quired, is providing the loop invariant. The KeY system provides neessary meh-anisms to perform proof steps automatially whenever possible.Example 1. Consider the program p shown on theright. We show that throughout the exeution of thisprogram, the strong invariant � � x � 2 holds, i.e.,we prove the formula x � 2 ! [[p℄℄x � 2. Figure 1shows the whole proof labelled with applied rules.Here we only point out the most interesting things. x = 3;while (x < 10) {if(x == 2) x = 1;else x++;}When applying the while rule (R4) to (3) formula x � 3 has to be used asthe loop invariant Inv . Using Inv0 = � = x � 2 would not be enough, beausethe statement x = 1 inside the if statement ould not be disarded and x wouldbe assigned 1, whih would break the x � 2 property.For x < 10, the abort statement in � is reahed after some exeution steps(due to spae restritions, we do show the orresponding proof steps). Sineabort is non-terminating, the formula habort;itrue is false and thus (5) anbe redued to (7). All sequents with an empty modality ([[�℄℄ or [�℄) are reduedby removing the modality; the resulting sequents are then �rst-order provable.Sequents (9), (10) and (16) are valid by ontradition in the anteedent.Example 2. Now onsider the following program p (�elds of o are persistent):bT;o.x = 60;o.y = 40;T;



(2) (4) (10) (13)(12)(11) (R2)(8) (R1) (9)(7)(5) (16) (18) (20)(19)(17) (R3)(14) (R1) (15)(6) (R1)(3) (R4)(1) (R3)x � 2 ` [[x = 3; : : : ℄℄x � 2 (1)x � 2 ` x � 2 (2)x � 2 ` fx := 3g[[while : : : ℄℄x � 2 (3)x � 2 ` fx := 3gx � 3 (4)x � 3 `h�itrue ; [if(x<10)�{�}℄x � 3 (5)x � 3 ` [[if(x<10)�{�}℄℄x � 2 (6)x � 3; x < 10 `[if(x<10)�{�}℄x � 3 (7)x � 3; x < 10; x < 10 `[�{�}℄x � 3 (8)x � 3; x � 10; x < 10 ` [ ℄x � 3 (9)x � 3; x < 10; x := 2 `[x = 1;℄x � 3 (10)x � 3; x < 10; :x := 2 `[x = x + 1;℄x � 3 (11)

x � 3; x < 10; :x := 2 `fx := x + 1g[ ℄x � 3 (12)x � 3; x < 10; :x := 2 `x + 1 � 3 (13)x � 3; x < 10 ` [[�{�}℄℄x � 2 (14)x � 3; x � 10 ` [[ ℄℄x � 2 (15)x � 3; x < 10; x := 2 `[[x = 1;℄℄x � 2 (16)x � 3; x < 10; :x := 2 `[[x = x + 1;℄℄x � 2 (17)x � 3; x < 10; :x := 2 ` x � 2 (18)x � 3; x < 10; :x := 2 `fx := x + 1g[[ ℄℄x � 2 (19)x � 3; x < 10; :x := 2 `x + 1 � 2 (20)Abbreviations: � � if(x < 10) { : : : �; abort; : : : } � � lont:lbreak:� � if(x == 2) x = 1; else x++;Fig. 1. The proof from Example 1t = o.x;o.x = o.y;o.y = t;We will try to prove that the strong invariant o:x + o:y := 100 holds throughoutthe exeution of this program. Note that this is not provable. The proof attemptis shown in Figure 2. Again, some of the sequents are �rst-order provable afterappropriate redutions. Notie that applying the assignment rule (R11) (resp.(R12)) inside a transation does not branh. Sequent (6) is proved valid bythe axiom rule (R9) (transation ommits unexpetedly). Sequent (18) is notprovable. Inspeting our program losely shows that indeed both o:x and o:yare equal to 40 at some point (after o.x = o.y; is exeuted) and their sum is 80,whih violates the property we wanted to prove. Thus there is one open proofgoal in the proof tree.



(2) (6) (R9)(5) (R11)(4) (R11) (12)(10) (15)(13) (18)(16) (19)(17)(14) (R3)(11) (R3)(9) (R3)(8) (R7)(7) (R12)(3) (R12)(1) (R5)o:x + o:y := 100 ` [[bT; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (1)o:x + o:y := 100 ` o:x + o:y := 100 (2)o:x + o:y := 100 ` [[TRommit: o.x = 60; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (3)o:x + o:y := 100 ` [[TRabort: o.x = 60; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (4)o:x + o:y := 100 ` fo:x 0 := 60g[[TRabort: o.y = 40; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (5)o:x + o:y := 100 ` fo:x 0 := 60gfo:y 0 := 40g[[TRabort: T; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (6)o:x + o:y := 100 ` fo:x := 60g[[TRommit: o.y = 40; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (7)o:x + o:y := 100 ` fo:x := 60gfo:y := 40g[[TRommit: T; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (8)o:x + o:y := 100 ` fo:x := 60gfo:y := 40g[[t = o.x; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (9)o:x + o:y := 100 ` fo:x := 60gfo:y := 40go:x + o:y := 100 (10)o:x + o:y := 100 `fo:x := 60gfo:y := 40gft := o:xg[[o.x = o.y; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (11)o:x + o:y := 100 ` 60 + 40 := 100 (12)o:x + o:y := 100 ` fo:x := 60gfo:y := 40gft := o:xgo:x + o:y := 100 (13)o:x + o:y := 100 `fo:x := 60gfo:y := 40gft := o:xgfo:x := o:yg[[o.y = t; : : : ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (14)o:x + o:y := 100 ` 60 + 40 := 100 (15)o:x + o:y := 100 `fo:x := 60gfo:y := 40gft := o:xgfo:x := o:ygo:x + o:y := 100 (16)o:x + o:y := 100 `fo:x := 60gfo:y := 40gft := o:xgfo:x := o:ygfo:y := tg[[ ℄℄o:x + o:y := 100 (17)o:x + o:y := 100 ` 40 + 40 := 100 (18)o:x + o:y := 100 ` 40 + 60 := 100 (19)Fig. 2. The proof from Example 26 Conlusions and Future WorkWe introdued the \throughout" modality (and, thus, strong invariants) to JAVACARD Dynami Logi and presented the neessary sequent alulus rules to han-dle this modality and onditional assignments in JAVACARD transations. Intro-
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